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From the legendary producer and author of The Kid Stays in the Picture—one of the greatest
Hollywood memoirs ever written—comes a long-awaited second work with all the elements of a
star-studded blockbuster: glamour and conflict, giddy highs and near-fatal lows, struggle and
perseverance, tragedy and triumph.

From BooklistReaders expecting a follow-up to veteran film producer Evans’ swaggering 1994
memoir, The Kid Stays in the Picture, may be surprised by this book’s deeply personal slant and
by its author’s vulnerability. In 1998, Evans, producer of such classic movies as Rosemary’s
Baby, The Godfather, and Chinatown, was incapacitated by a trio of strokes. The right side of his
body, “head to toe to tongue,” was paralyzed. Evans’ account of his difficult, almost miraculously
speedy physical recovery sparks memories of his earlier life (a neurosurgeon with a bad bedside
manner, for example, reminds him of his encounter, in the early 1970s, with famed “rice doctor”
Walter Kempner, whose clinic Evans refers to, not entirely comically, as a concentration camp).
Evans tells stories about his personal life that he left out of The Kid Stays in the Picture, covering
the same period of his life but from a different angle, and his account of his life since the strokes
is deeply personal, a mixture of tragedy (an impulsive marriage, barely two months after he
nearly died, ends in annulment) and triumph (his narration of the audiobook of The Kid leads to
a new career as a voice artist in film, television, and radio). The book feels, now and then, like a
man on his deathbed telling us the story of his life, but by the time we reach the end, we see
that, although his life has been fundamentally changed, Evans has no intention of leaving it just
yet. A compelling and, at times, deeply emotional memoir. --David Pitt --This text refers to the
paperback edition.About the AuthorRobert Evans, the former chief of Paramount Studios,
produced many of the most acclaimed and successful films of all time, including The Godfather,
Chinatown, Rosemary's Baby, Love Story, Marathon Man, and Urban Cowboy. He died in
2019. --This text refers to the paperback edition.ReviewStarred PW Review: In April '98, film
producer Robert Evans suffered a series of three debilitating strokes. In this brutal memoir,
Evans revisits that time with the same insight and candor that made his previous memoir, The
Kid Stays in the Picture, an immense success...Evans's stories never cease to amaze..a
remarkable story of endurance, faith and determination; even readers who've never heard of
Evans will find this to be both entertaining and inspiring. --This text refers to the paperback
edition.Read more
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AdCreditsCopyrightAbout the PublisherAuthor’s NoteHis name, Graydon Carter. Head honcho
of Vanity Fair and the epitome of style throughout the world, putting his entire being into
resurrecting filmland’s highly controversial bandito.Reciprocity? Never a factor. There was
nothing I could ever offer him in return.What allured him to the tale of my bizarre trek? Was it a
shared irreverence for the rules of the game? Doubt it! Whatever it was, his embrace never
ceased to boggle my mind.It was New Year’s Eve, 2004. St. Barth’s at its glamorous best. More
than two hundred international luminaries partied away on Ron Perelman’s ocean liner, worthy of
a sultan. As midnight approached, my eye caught the silhouette of the man whose presence in
my life caused me to be there that evening. There, with his back to me, leaning on the rail,
watching the fireworks as they lit up the sky, was Graydon . . . alone. I walked over toward him,
and, though I knew he couldn’t see me, I heard him utter:“I know your footsteps by heart, Evans.
Remember the night of The Kid’s premiere at the Odeon, in Leicester Square? I told the
audience, ‘I’ve spent so much time researching this man that, when I die, Robert Evans’s life will
pass before my eyes.’ ”“I remember it well, Graydon,” I said. But here was my chance to ask him
what I’d been asking myself for years: “Why me?”With a wide New Year’s Eve grin: “Because I
love ya, Kid.”1Date: May 6, 1998Place: 1033 Woodland Drive, Beverly HillsTime: 8:06 P.M.Wes
Craven has just arrived, Mr. Evans,” whispered my major domo through the intercom. “Shall I
escort him to the projection room?”“Try to stall him. I’m running late. Give him the ‘A’ tour of the
house—anything. I’m on the phone with my fucking agent. There are three offers for the book
and he’s pressing me to take one of them. He’s got the wrong author—I don’t like any of ’em. I’m
holding aces, not deuces. And if he doesn’t agree, it’s divorce time. Get me on an eight o’clock
flight to New York tomorrow morning.”I made my entrance into the projection room, where dinner
was to be served—a full half hour late. Perfect way to start with the wrong foot forward.There
awaiting me was the King of Scream himself, Wes Craven. Bellinis were served. Apologizing for
my late arrival, I lifted my glass and made a toast to my guest.“To you, Wes, one of the few
directors in town who is an above-the-title star. Welcome to Woodland.”A bolt of lightning shot
through my body. Like a pyramid of wooden matchsticks, I crumbled to the floor.I was
dying.Lying flat, my head facing the ceiling, I wasn’t scared at all. Not in pain. No, I was smiling.
In the distance, Ella Fitzgerald echoed: “It’s a Wonderful World.”Wes stood over me, ashen. The
King of Scream? He was scared shitless. As he bent down to my motionless body, my eyes
opened. “Told you, Wes,” I slurred in his ear. “It ain’t ever dull around here.” Then I passed out.It



was only a matter of minutes before I was awakened by a barrage of paramedics. With my blood
pressure hitting the lottery, 287 over 140, I knew this wasn’t fly me to the moon time. Rather, it
was looking like fly me to Heaven.In the ambulance, one of the attendants screamed to the
driver: “That traffic’s gotta move to the side! Put the goddamn sirens on! If we don’t get to Cedars
ASAP, we got a DOA on our hands.”The multicolored flashing light began blasting away.
Moments ago I had heard the fat lady sing. Now, strapped to the ambulance stretcher, I was
mesmerized by that flashing light. Through it, I saw the white light zoom toward the sky.I’m on my
way, I thought. At last I’ve achieved what I’ve been looking for all my life: Peace of Mind.Hours
later, I awakened. Was I in Heaven? No. I was only half right. I did not die. I was reborn. Not
Robert Evans, rather Quasimodo, the Hunchback of Notre Dame.The hours that followed were
ER at its best. Hallucinogenic, certainly. I knew that Robert Evans’s life, as it had been, was one
of the past. White coats by the droves came and went. I was totally immobile, a statue on a
marble slab. Not a smile graced a face. It was only a matter of time.Suddenly, the scan graphs
surrounding my cot started oscillating.A second stroke attacked my brain.Most think, Why did
this have to happen to me?Not me! I was thinking, Why didn’t this happen to me sooner?Like a
shot out of Hell, my mind flashed back almost a half century, to the day.I was not in Cedars in
Los Angeles, but rather at St. Mary’s Hospital in West Palm Beach, Florida, a scrappy, hell-bent
kid actor not yet touching his eighteenth birthday. This was no bad dream, but a living nightmare
coming back to haunt me.At that moment, in May 1998, I was lying supine, eyes to the ceiling, in
the exact position I’d been fifty years earlier, in May 1948.2It was life-or-death time. My left lung
had collapsed. Medically termed a “spontaneous pneumothorax,” what I’d experienced was not a
disease of the lung, rather a freak occurrence, caused from overstraining the outer pleura of the
lung tissue. A bubble bursts, and—like a balloon—so does the lung. Invariably, it’s tagged to
young Olympians, zealously overtraining in hopes of bringing home the gold.Mine, too, popped
from overtraining. Not for the Olympics, but for every vice I could manage, from gambling to
broads. I was on full-blast overtrain! The doctors told my parents that without oxygen
professional-style, my lights would have gone out for good. There I was, copping my first part in
flicks, and my fuckin’ lung pops—from fuckin’! Instead of traveling west, waitin’ for my close-up,
I’m lying horizontally, waitin’ for my lung to fill up.I never made my high school graduation.
Couldn’t have cared less. From my junior year on, I’d been given constant demerits for bursting
into laughter in the middle of class. They thought I was laughing at them—and I was! Just thinkin’
about my double life—a high school junior, kept by three of New York’s top showgirls, all
beautiful . . . and all double my age. If they’d sent me to a shrink then and there, “delusionary”
would have been the call of the day . . . followed by an express train to the nearest psychiatric
ward. One full confessional and I would have been first in line for electric shock treatment.
Wouldn’t blame the shrink—I’d do the same if I were him. Some punk kid, claiming he’s known
on Broadway as the between-shows fuck of the year?But it was all true. From the Latin Quarter,
to Billy Rose’s Diamond Horseshoe, to the Copacabana, the stages of New York City back then
were filled with long-stem showgirls. They were looked upon with the same awe that celebrity



models are looked upon today. They didn’t make the same bread: Two hundred fifty buckaroos a
week was the norm. That’s for doin’ two shows a night, six nights a week, with two hours off
between shows. Strange, they all sported mink coats, drove stylish convertibles, and lived in
duplex apartments. On two-fifty a week? Well . . . that’s where the hitch hitched in.All of ’em had
wealthy “daddies.” Those daddies sure in hell weren’t married to those “mommies.” They were
married, though, and that meant they didn’t get many nights off to water them long-stemmers.
That’s where I came in.What separates a good deal from a great deal is that there are no losers
in a great deal. This was a great deal! Good for the daddy, good for the long-stemmer, and great
for the Kid.Where did we meet? At auditions, where else? My pal Dickie Van Patten and I
couldn’t sing or dance, but with purpose we trolled the auditions for every Broadway audition
castin’ them long-stemmers. Between the two of us, we never copped a part in a musical. Never
wanted to! But we never missed out on coppin’ a phone number. We scored zero with the ones
who weren’t workin’ the Broadway circuit. They were in the market for Daddy Warbucks, not
some teenager. But there were enough showgirls out there for our dance cards to stay full.Poor
Dickie couldn’t take advantage of his. He was the top juvenile actor on Broadway, going from
one show to the next. Never got a musical, but never got a night off, either. Me? I wasn’t that
lucky. Every Broadway show I auditioned for, I came in second. But I was first when it came to
being seven digits away from a good night out. No questions asked. No responsibility. No
midnight promises. “Slam! Bam! Thank you, young man!” It was a triple blitz: danger, dropping
my pants, and home in time to finish my homework.It was the naked truth, but I kept it to myself.
Learned early in life that continued silence is the best insurance policy for continued
breathin’.And for forty fuckin’ years, all that was a secret. Damn it! Why do them down-and-
dirties always come back and bite you in the ass? I’ll tell you why: When more than two people
know somethin’, it ain’t a secret anymore.Cut to four decades later, the summer of 1988. It was
close to twelve o’clock on a Sunday night. The constant ringing of the phone awakened me from
a deep sleep. The guy on the other end was some Italian goombah I knew.“How the hell are
you?” he said.“I’m out for the night, you dumb guinea. Call me in the morning.”“Well, I ain’t. I’ve
been up watching something on television, and I don’t believe it. How the hell old are you,
anyway?”I had no idea what he was talking about. I slammed the phone down and fell back to
sleep.The next morning, the lights on the phone were blinkin’ as though I’d just won the lottery.
But the only payoff was a fuckin’ embarrassment! The night before, on The David Susskind
Show, there was a reunion of long-stemmers. Susskind had invited four showgirls from the old
days to reminisce about old times. And then, all of a sudden, right there on national television,
they all realized what they had in common: their relationships with the Shaveless Kid.That was it:
In one shot, I had twenty years added to my age.In the days that followed, I received no fewer
than forty calls, each asking the same question: “Don’t bullshit, Evans—how old are you?”My
dance card? Forget it! Too old for the field. Thanks, David, for spreading the gospel!3It wasn’t
always that way. When I reached the end of my senior year in high school, I knew one thing. The
halls of academia were behind me for good. Hey! I was just eighteen; I had one lung on hold,



and the other ready to pop again. I might have a short trip ahead of me, I rationalized. I want to
taste everything before it’s too late.That was a long time ago.It was a sweltering Saturday in the
summer of ’49. Most civilians were at the many beaches that surround the Big Apple. Me, I was
no civilian. I was an actor on the radio, costarring every Saturday morning on CBS’s top show,
Let’s Pretend.On the sly, I was seeing a girl whose face graced the cover of Life magazine as the
“Debutante of the Year.” Naturally, her parents knew nothing about us. If they had, she’d have
been on a one-way trip to a nunnery. Why was she seeing me? Rebellion was the excuse she
gave her snot-nosed, pigtailed piglet friends. She knew—and I knew—she was lying. She dug
the dirt . . . the dirt of going to Harlem. Being the only white chick in the joint watching shows she
shouldn’t be watching. Going to the track with me and my pal Dickie Van Patten, rather than
finishing finishing school. Sneaking up the three flights of stairs on the Lower East Side to hear
Mabel Mercer warble naughty lyrics.The more she whispered her rebellious acts to her pigtailed
piglets, the more they, too, wanted to rebel. She got off on it. Me? I got off on her getting off! If
they’d known about it, her parents, icons of New York society, would have gotten off, too . . . with
a gun!In the late forties it was considered chic to spend summer weekends in the Big Apple. Call
it inverse snobbism; call it what you want. “With the riffraff at the beaches, we can have the city
all to ourselves,” long-drawled the snobs. Those were the days, when heritage, not wealth, was
the bylaw of society. Wealth alone would buy you entrance only to what was called “café society.”
But thoroughbred heritage was no automatic pass when it came to big bucks. Many families who
dated back to Plymouth Rock were driving Plymouths. “How marvelous New York is in the
summer,” they’d hoot. The truth was, they’d rather sweat it out than show their hand.Yeah, but
Miss Society’s parents had both heritage and wealth. Each summer they’d spend the month of
July at their villa in the south of France. It was then I was first allowed entrance into their
spacious townhouse on East Seventy-Third Street. Miss Society was hosting a small Saturday
luncheon for a friend of the family . . . and I was invited!What a joint! The sitting room must have
been, I don’t know, forty feet high. Outside there were beautifully manicured gardens, right in the
middle of the city. There must have been twenty-five or thirty people. I’m thinking, What’s going
on? For every guy there’s five dames here. Except for Miss Society, I didn’t know any of ’em. It
didn’t take long to realize their interest in knowing me was nil.I wasn’t taking kindly to the change
of air, I’ll tell you that. Only an hour earlier, I was signing autographs backstage at Let’s
Pretend . . . Now I’m standin’ alone feelin’ like a leper!Finally, an Oyster Bay snob gave me the
time of day. With his Long Island drawl on high: “I’ve been told you’re an actor.”“That’s right.”“I’ve
never met one before.”Was he putting me on?“Really,” he insisted.“Well, you have now.”“Are you
from England?”“No . . . not quite.”“Your diction! It’s extraordinary! What a luxury to hear the King’s
English spoken in this city of refugees.”Moving a step closer, I eyed him and half whispered,
“You’re right, I do speak the King’s English . . . King of the Streets, motherfucker.” Leaving him
with his mouth open, eyes poppin’, and face on red alert, I quickly U-turned it to the john for a
long-overdue piss. Mr. Oyster Bay? In one big hurry, he scooted from the luncheon.Big mistake,
pal . . .A couple of minutes later, the luncheon’s guest of honor arrived. What a shocker! He was



number one on America’s Most Wanted List—to shack up with, that is. His name: Congressman
Jack Kennedy, from Massachusetts. He was top honcho on every lady’s “heat list.” The more he
broad-smiled, the wetter them panties got. He knew it, and they knew he knew it!Me, I was by far
the youngest guy there. Miss Society quickly introduced us, but the congressman had little
interest in talking with an aging teenager. Don’t blame him.Meanwhile, the eyes of every “debu-
tramp” were on putter-putter, vying for his attention. The congressman didn’t have to ask for any
of their phone numbers. They were all given to him before he arrived. Not by his request, rather,
but voluntarily by each and every one of those wet panties, all of whom had given up an
extended weekend at a summer resort for a shot at being seven digits away from the
congressman’s call.Of the twenty-five or so invited guests, seventeen were debu-tramps. The
rest, including myself, were invited as shills, so it wouldn’t look embarrassing for the debu-
tramps or the congressman. Damn it! My first invite to Miss Society’s home . . . and I’m a plant!
The clock struck three. Desserts were being served. The good congressman stood and thanked
Miss Society for the fun lunch.Then, wide-smiling at all, he begged an early exit: “It’s not easy
keeping a seat anywhere these days, much less in Congress. If I weren’t running for reelection,
I’d take up residence right here on East Seventy-Third Street. But I have to be on the road before
the sun goes down, and I promised His Excellency, Bishop Donahue, I’d spend a bit of time with
him before I left for Boston.” The congressman had the words down cold. He knew what to say,
when to say it, and how to say it.Wishing everyone good-bye as he was leaving, he took me by
total surprise. He actually remembered my name! Impressed? Big!Yeah, but dumb me, I must
have been itchin’ for trouble.“When you see His Excellency, would you give him my regards?”A
dead-ass silence hit the patio. Miss Society closed her eyes, thinkin’, This ain’t Harlem. I knew I
shouldn’t have invited him!The congressman, he gave me a triple take.“You know His
Eminence?”“Very well.”He didn’t believe me. His face showed it.“Very well, huh?”“That’s correct,
Congressman. Very well.”He was enjoying the confrontation, certain I was lying.“Join me, then.
We’ll pay him a visit together.”“Is that an invite?”“Absolutely!” Then, with a wide smile: “I’m sure
he’ll take great pleasure in seeing you again!”We left together . . . by far the best exit of my young
life. Them debu-tramps? Their open mouths matched their turned-up noses. What they didn’t
know was that this actor from the west side of town was not showboating! He did know His
Excellency. He knew him well. Well enough to put him right smack in the slammer!For the record,
I was never invited back to East Seventy-Third Street.As he drove us across the park to West
Ninety-Sixth Street, the congressman threw me a look. “Why did you say that you knew Bishop
Donahue?”“I’m an actor. I like getting reactions.”“I was right! You don’t know him.”“You are wrong,
Congressman! I do know him. I know him well . . . It’s a story you don’t want to hear.”The
congressman’s street smarts matched his Harvard diploma. He didn’t ask another question.I
had been introduced to His Excellency by my close friend Dino Cerutti, whom I had met through
a dime-a-dance girl. I was seventeen then. Dino was twenty-six—a handsome, dashing ex–Army
Air Forces pilot who was studying at Harvard Law School. While I probed the streets of
Broadway, he probed the “halls of ivy.” Strange casting for a friendship, huh? Not really. We both



shared one thing big-time . . . pussy on the brain!The kid from Broadway gave his elder from
Harvard one new life. Not one that helps pass the bar exam, but one that opens your eyes to the
fact that there is more to life than law—the lawless!Nicknaming me “Ripley’s Believe It or Not
Kid,” Dino’s prestigious family looked upon his new, shaveless friend with, let’s say, more than a
bit of skepticism. Poor Dino . . . from the moment our friendship began, he became an almost
daily visitor to the church’s confessional booth. Blame me if you want, but I sure rocked his Ivy
League world. Dino tried to rock mine, and rock it he did. He invited me to Bishop Stephen
Donahue’s domicile. His Excellency was a close friend to the Cerutti family, who, naturally, were
large contributors to the church.“This ain’t no domicile. It’s a fuckin’ palace on West Ninety-Sixth
Street!” I told Dino. I thought I was at the Vatican, visiting the pope! Though he wasn’t the pope,
His Excellency was considered the second-highest-ranking Catholic in America, under Cardinal
Spellman. What followed was, without equivocation, the most bizarre experience of my bizarre
young life.For propriety’s sake, I won’t delve into the details of what transpired, except to say that
what started out as a religious experience ended up a cause célèbre within my family. Stopping
my father from having His Excellency arrested and put behind bars posthaste was no easy
task.Back in the young congressman’s car, he, quick on the pickup, knew that the kid sitting next
to him was one hot ticket.“You know, Bob, I think it best I visit His Excellency alone. Don’t you?”“If
I were you, Congressman, I would.”Pulling out of the Ninety-Sixth Street Transverse on Central
Park West, he stopped his car at the corner. I think he felt somewhat guilty. “You know, the visit
won’t take me more than an hour. How about a hot dog afterwards at McGuinness’s?”“Sounds
great to me.”Putting in his clutch, he waved. “See you here at five.”At five fifteen, the
congressman and the actor were driving down Broadway on our way to McGuinness’s on the
corner of Forty-Seventh Street.I couldn’t help it, had to say it: “Congressman, did you give His
Excellency my regards?”“You like trouble, don’t you?”“Yeah! I do.”“So do I.”For the next hour, it
was first names all the way.Over grilled hot dogs splashed with mustard McGuinness-style, and
chilled draft beer, the young congressman passed a bit of wisdom my way that all but changed
the course of my life. Trying to recall verbatim words and thoughts expressed more than half a
century ago would be remiss not only to the reader but to the writer and to the wisdom itself.
What I specifically do remember is that I filled three paper napkins writing down, word for word, a
brain exercise that the congressman explained to me in minute detail. And then, as we were
walking through the revolving doors toward the street, saying our good-byes, he told me
something to the effect that “word power is far stronger than muscle power. Stick with it. It could
change your life.”It did!I’d like to say the congressman and the wannabe became good pals.We
didn’t. More than a decade passed before our eyes met again. What a decade! He went from
congressman to president. Me? I went from screen virgin to the next Valentino. Not quite as
meteoric, though. Valentino died at thirty-one . . . and my career did as well. Couldn’t help it. I
wasn’t that good.It was now the spring of ’62. Alan Jay Lerner invited me to a post-theater
supper on upper Fifth Avenue honoring the Camelot couple. A Harvard classmate of Kennedy’s,
he knew my passion for wanting to go eye-to-eye with the then-president once again. Arranging



an invitation was no easy task. The soiree was hosted by Flo Smith, an intimate—and I mean
intimate—friend of the president’s. It was supposed to be restricted to ex-Harvard classmates
only.Those Secret Service guys, they knew their service well. They warned the awaiting guests
that the president and the first lady would be arriving at exactly 11:40 P.M. Big Ben couldn’t have
been more accurate!Earlier that evening, the two of them had enjoyed a rare night out, taking in
New York’s top comedy revue, a London import, Beyond the Fringe. Then, at exactly 11:40, the
most glamorous couple in the world made their entrance. Everyone stood. The president and his
fair lady shook hands with all. Our eyes met. Our hands shook. Would he remember me? The
last time we eyed each other, I had yet to shave. At best, a trivial incident on his historic climb to
the top step of the world’s ladder.But that’s why he was standing on it: He remembered well! “Did
you take my advice?”“I did, Mr. President.”Smiling Jack got in the final lick. “You must have. I’ve
followed your career closely. Congratulations.”And before I could utter another syllable, the
president was off shaking the hand of another he knew far better.4Flat on my back in the
hospital. Hours passed. I refused to open my eyes. Truth be, I was too fuckin’ scared. Hearing the
doctors and nurses parade back and forth, whispering their doomsday prognostications. No, I
wasn’t on my way to Heaven—I was traveling south to Hell.Keeping my eyes closed allowed me
a dreamlike solace. Cowardly, yes, but I was too fuckin’ scared to face the reality that awaited
me.A sudden concern was evident. The scan charts surrounding my cot started oscillating
rapidly up and down. From the whispered conversations, I gathered I was going through a
second stroke—generally considered more lethal than a heavyweight champ at his best.And
that second stroke was followed by a third.I missed the DOA list, but I was now an odds-on
favorite to make DOE: Dead on Exit. As I lay there, my eyes still closed, I could hear the disarray
of the specialists, nurses, orderlies, all of whom were waiting for another stroke to blast me. I
could almost hear them oiling the zipper on the body bag.In law and baseball, three strikes and
you’re out. Life isn’t usually that generous, but it was to me. I didn’t die. I remained unconscious
for more than twenty-four hours, but I was still breathing. Not a doctor in the joint had an inkling
of what kind of vegetable I’d end up being.My first sensation upon awakening was that of a hand
touching my arm. “You’re gonna pull through, and that’s an order.” The voice was coming from
Sumner Redstone, who had flown out on his private jet to be by my side at this moment of crisis.
His voice carried an unexpected charge of reality—not because he was my boss, but because
he was coming from a place that only few have ever survived.In 1979, Sumner Redstone was
caught in a hotel room when part of Boston’s Copley Plaza hotel went up in flames. He survived
by climbing out a window and hanging precariously from a third-story ledge. Only a person with
a tremendous will could have clung as long as he did. He was rescued with burns that would
have killed a lot of people; they required lengthy and painful skin grafting operations that other
men might not have survived.He bent down, looked straight through my eyes, and whispered:
“When I got out of the fire, I couldn’t lift a piece of paper. The pain was beyond belief. In those
days they didn’t have artificial skin. They had to take the skin off the rest of my body. It was
horror. . . . And out of that horror? I think I was always driven before, but out of that fire came most



of the exciting things I have ever done.”That was no lie. There stood a man who, at seventy-five,
lived the energetic existence of an Olympian, a brilliant businessman who was now on the very
top of America’s corporate ladder, one of the richest men in the world. He had taken Viacom, a
small communications company he considered his baby, and built it into the top media
conglomerate in the world. His involvement in every company under the Viacom umbrella meant
that he followed a horrendous work schedule. It was not unusual for one to wait three weeks to
get an hour’s audience. And yet here he was.The memory of his own disfigurement, pain, and
immobility convinced Sumner to change his entire work itinerary, and fly out from wherever he
was to visit me, sit by my side, in the intensive care unit. He was intransigent: If I willed myself to
be functional, he said, to return to normalcy, it would happen. Painful, yes, but if he could do it,
so could I.Each time he left the ICU, the doctors whispered to him, suggesting that he call next
time before he bothered to come. After all, it could be a wasted trip. “He’s traveling a very thin
line,” they said. Redstone didn’t answer, nor did he call. He just came. Almost every single day.
The doctors couldn’t make a dent in his determination to see me through. Survival—not white-
coat prognostications—was the only thing that mattered to him. Call it instinct, but he knew that
at times like these, there’s a thin line between life and death. He believed that his passion to
overcome mortal adversity could help me find the will to beat the odds. That belief went beyond
friendship or loyalty. It was the quintessential example of character, an all-but-lost quality of
human behavior.How blessed I was to have him in my life at that moment. Without him, I
wouldn’t be writing this book. Did it tire him? No! It invigorated him. And it saved me.After
Sumner’s umpteenth departure from the ICU, I was told by the attending specialists that I’d
miraculously pulled through.In the month that followed, I went through every type of physical
pain. The triple-stroke crisis—a miracle? Yes! I was a triple-stroke survivor. But I was also
paralyzed on the entire right side of my body, head to toe to tongue. What followed was a month
of sheer hell, better known to polite society as “rehabilitation.” Days turned into weeks and weeks
into months, all of them filled with therapeutic torture administered by the Therapists Three.I
should have seen it coming. For decades, many a practicing doctor had warned me I was
pushing the envelope. My ego told me I was immortal. Never feared dying, never feared failing.
Illness? Never entered the equation.Well, that equation made me a statue: a lopsided one. Half
my face and body on GO, the other half on STOP. As I said, the right side of my body was
paralyzed head to toe, my speech hardly audible. I couldn’t swallow food; I was being fed by IVs,
decorating my distorted body like locusts on a carcass.My first thought was to pull them all out—
each and every one. After two weeks, I still had the same thought. There was one problem: I
couldn’t. Not one finger could move one inch.Strokes are widely, and wildly, misunderstood.
There are plenty of half-assed sophisticates who think they know about heart attacks, but those
sophisticates rarely have a clue as to the vengeance of a stroke.A stroke is a brain attack.
Mankind’s most lethal insult. The brain controls one’s entire anatomy, both mentally and
physically.The heart? That’s corner drugstore time. It can survive without oxygen for five, six,
seven minutes and not only be brought back to life, but fully recover. When heart attack strikes,



there’s a whole array of techniques—open heart surgery, angioplasty, transplants, arthoscopic
operations, and drugs galore—to keep the ole heart a-pumpin’. Heart bypass surgeries are as
common today as gallbladder operations.Ah, but a brain attack—that’s different. It still remains,
and from all indications will forever remain, earth’s greatest mystery. The brain? A millisecond of
oxygen deprivation and it’s dead. Unlike the heart, once dead, always dead. It leaves no
prisoners. Cripples, yes. Ravaging their victims beyond dignity.Death would be kinder than the
rehabilitation many endure.Supposedly, today we live in the world of atomic medicine, nuclear
medicine, PET scans, CT scans, MRIs: This is heroic medicine. State-of-the-art. Doctors can
look into the brain and see it at work. They can see a migraine, see the ravages of stroke or
Parkinson’s.They know what’s happening. But they don’t know why. And they don’t know what to
do about it. Just as we can see a supernova, but we still can’t do anything about it.Comparing
the brain to the heart is like comparing Grand Central Station to a bus depot in Dubuque. The
brain runs one, two, and three as the most complicated organ of the anatomy. Just as geologists
cannot predict volcanic eruptions, neurologists cannot predict an attack of the brain. What
makes it more disheartening is that once the lightning strikes the brain, there isn’t a neurologist
alive who can do a fuckin’ thing about it except talk.Medical research remains totally clueless to
the workings of an organ that accounts for approximately 2 percent of your body weight, and at
the same time absorbs 30 percent of its oxygen intake. Yet this tiny organ ravages more human
and animal life than all the tornadoes, hurricanes, typhoons, floods, and earthquakes
combined.Despite all talk of progress, I can’t help believin’ there’ll be life on Mars before we
figure out how to bring life back to the brain.One day, a memorable reprieve from such gloomy
thoughts: a joyous call from Sumner in Monte Carlo, giving me the details of his glamorous night
at the Red Cross Ball, hosted by Prince Rainier.“I’m sitting here with the royal couple. Next
summer I’m gonna enjoy it with you. No buts, Evans! So get to work!”I closed my eyes. If he only
knew the haunting mystery Monte Carlo had played in my life.5My mind traveled back thirty
years. It was August 1967.The place: Monte Carlo.The occasion: the annual International Red
Cross Gala, sponsored by her Serene Highness, Princess Grace. The titans of film, politics,
industry, and royalty—from around the world they flew for the social event of the summer. More
diamonds glittered from below than stars from above. You name ’em, they were there.A decade
earlier, the same gala would have attracted more waiters than guests. What made the
difference? The magnetic mystique that Hollywood brings to the party. I know—I was there.I’d
been invited by David Niven and his wife, Hjordis. My evening’s companion was no slouch
herself. Rather, a princess—not a Jewish one, a real one. Princess Soraya by name. Considered
by many the most desired woman in the world, her beauty matched that of Grace at her best.
Recently divorced by the Shah of Iran, not because of love lost or infidelity, but rather “fertility,
lack thereof.” Being royally fucked, yet unable to bear a royal heir, left her enormously wealthy
but throneless.Lucky me! For a fleeting moment—a fleeting month—she was my every fantasy
come true.Sitting at our table were France’s most celebrated heartthrobs, Johnny Hallyday and
Sylvie Vartan. What a starry table on a starry night in August!Then, in a flash, the band stopped.



A sudden hush. Everyone stood. Their Serene Highnesses made their entrance, sauntering
royally toward their table, Princess Grace wearin’ that royal tiara to the tens. No one looked, dug,
or played the part with greater aplomb. As the band played on, Princess Grace gracefully made
her way through the crowded gala toward her most kindred table, all of whom had played a part
in her life’s journey. First embracing Princess Soraya, she then proceeded to extend a separate
welcome to each at the table . . . that is, until it came to me.Suddenly, memory took a holiday.
What a royal fuckin’ switch! The princess who was standing there, lookin’ straight through me,
knew me better than the princess I was with.Faster than gossip spreads, my mind flashed back
eighteen long years, circa 1950.On my third callback for a juicy role in Fourteen Hours, a flick
Twentieth Century Fox was shooting in New York, I met a real looker. She too was on her third
callback. She got the part—her first. I didn’t. But I got her.Being much sought after, she had little
interest in an aging teenager. Yeah, but persistence and good dancing got my foot in the door
and her foot on the floor. That winter, we spent many a snowy night dancing up a Latin storm at
the Rendezvous Room of the Plaza hotel.What the looker didn’t know was she had a hundred-
dollar bounty on her head . . . and I couldn’t tell her. How could I? I was the hunter, lookin’ to
collect the bounty!For months, my pal Dickie Van Patten and I had been doing everything but
ending up in jail trying to meet her. Stalked her digs at the Barbizon Hotel for Women. Tried to
bribe Oscar the doorman. No luck on all counts. Finally, Dickie copped a dare. A hundred bucks
to whichever one of us got her on his arm first.So was I dreamin’ now? Here she was, dancing in
my arms to the beat of the tango. Yeah, but how could I prove it?Dickie at the time was costarring
in Broadway’s new smash hit, Mr. Roberts. One night, I insisted that Miss Hundred-Dollar Bounty
join me in catching Dickie’s performance under the guise of introducing her to the director. As
the final curtain closed, we quickly hopped backstage. The director? Oh! He must have left early.
Yeah, but not Dickie. He was in his dressing room, taking his makeup off. Seeing us walk in,
makeup and all, his face paled. There was Miss Hundred-Dollar Bounty . . . on my arm, not
his.The three of us left together through the backstage exit. While Miss Bounty was
congratulating Dickie on his performance, I clicked my fingers and a horse and buggy appeared.
The Bounty and I climbed in, and off we trotted down West Forty-Fifth Street.Dickie? Knocked
on his ass way past the count of ten.The Bounty? Some wannabe named Grace Kelly.My first
royal snub. Did it bother me? Not at all. I was with the real thing, not an actress playing the part
but a princess whose mystique, beauty, and wealth-by-mistake went toe-to-toe with my old
dancin’ pal Kelly.Kept thinkin’, Bad thinkin’, Gracie. I was your good luck charm! From the
moment we met, your life traveled north. In those days, you looked at the Barbizon for Women as
lush livin’. Scoring a cigarette commercial made you big-time euphoric. Bein’ underwhelming in
your first flick didn’t stop you from express-trainin’ it west to heavenly filmic stardom.What you
didn’t know, Irish, was that all that success set you up as the perfect mark for one of our
century’s most masterfully conceived plans. A plan so entrepreneurial and Machiavellian that it
went unnoticed in the world’s most sophisticated capitals. A road full of treacherous intrigue,
promises unkept, romances by order, deceit by command, marriage by design, all led to one



road: Catholic Grace Kelly, now Queen Bee of Fickle Flicks.While you were pluckin’ your first
feature flick, many worlds away Prince Rainier was heir to the bankrupt house of Grimaldi, the
ruling family of an empty monarchy, a minuscule principality less than half the size of New York’s
Central Park. A comic opera figure living on a tiny rock in the Mediterranean, the desperate
possessor of a throne of anonymity.With tourism slipping away to the south and scandals within
the monarchy running rampant, Rainier’s sister Antoinette launched a coup d’état to overthrow
her brother, only to have it stifled the morning it was to happen. Rainier’s smarts told him it was
nothing more than a temporary fix.Something had to be done. And then, into the void, came a
Greek . . . with a vision.Aristotle Onassis was a penniless Greek immigrant whose ruthless
ambition and brilliant vision catapulted him into the international world of finance. By the 1950s,
he was one of a small circle of men whose wealth and power gave him a celebrity status in every
capital of the world. Onassis’s magnetism was overshadowed only by his mystique, a mystique
strong enough that it would later mesmerize Jacqueline Kennedy into becoming Jacqueline
Onassis. His rise from steerage passage out of Turkey to ownership and control of half the
world’s shipping had made a giant of this strange, five-foot, five-inch brooding Greek
peasant.What few knew was that Onassis had a partner: The Société des Bains de Mer, a
mysterious consortium that had operated the Casino de Monte Carlo for close to a century.
Acting under secret concessions granted by Rainier’s ancestor Prince Florestan, they controlled
the monarchy lock, stock, and barrel for more than a hundred years. By this point, though, the
Société was bankrupt, and they fell captive to Onassis’s ingenious plan to use their
distinguished heritage as an umbrella for a tax-free base.With his insightful eye for the future,
Onassis seized ownership of the Société in 1953. The Casino was his first step in a vision that
became an obsession—taking a forgotten jewel, a tiny, impoverished principality, and royally
transforming it into a fuckin’ money machine.Well, it didn’t quite work out that way. He gambled
on them gamblers gamblin’ . . . and they weren’t showing! Along the Riviera, glitzy new casinos
sprang up like McDonald’s franchises, while Monaco was shrinking into a prune, suffering its
worst year ever. Tourism was off by 70 percent, and without them punters puntin’, catastrophe
loomed large. The dulled ambiance of Monaco’s pebbled beach was beginning to take on the
aura of a legend in decline, looked on by many as nothing more than a sunny place for shady
people. Onassis’s jewel was starting to tarnish.“What this joint needs is a good crap game,”
quipped the late, great Edward G. Robinson.By demand, Onassis gave his Serene Highness his
fuckin’ flyin’ papers. “Get off your royal ass,” he told Rainier. “Find yourself a bride.”He was right:
The right bride could do the same for Monaco’s tourism as the coronation of Queen Elizabeth
did for Great Britain. Problem was, pickings were slim. Most every European throne had
collapsed by war’s end. In looking for a royal hook, the brooding Greek’s insight was pure genius,
pulling out of the deck the one ace that could bring back the heavy hitters.What’s more royal
than film royalty to bring glamour back to the table? Get them punters puntin’, them hitters hittin’.
Light up them skies with enticing excitement, glamorous galas, wondrous wealth!Protecting his
back, Onassis counseled with Father Francis Tucker, Rainier’s personal chaplain and most



trusted friend. Though at first he was shocked by Onassis’s entrepreneurial gall, the good father
was quick to realize that money was Monaco’s main industry. Without the prince knowing,
Onassis had pocketed Rainier’s Rasputin. Allowing pragmatism to overrule patriotism, the good
father approached Rainier in a most fatherly way. “My Lord Prince, why not consider a film star
who at least would be able to play the role?”The Greek’s next move was to seek the help of his
American friend George Schlee to find a box-office star for his unmarried prince. Mindful of
Onassis’s sober resolve, Schlee called in a long-standing chit on Gardner Cowles, publisher of
Look magazine. Using his publishing celebrity, Cowles approached the top candidate: Marilyn
Monroe.“Is he rich? Is he handsome? Is he from Africa?” she purred excitedly.
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Filbert, “liked this better than the first. I bought this strictly for the gossip and to understand what
a wealthy hollywood producer's life is like.He talks about Princess Grace and makes a
comparison with Princess Diana. The shoe fits. I'm sure he is right about Princess Grace's
marriage to Ranier. A cautionary tale for non royal young girls marrying royals, better marry for
the right reasons or suffer the consequences. Neither woman was happy but loved her kids,
trapping Grace is a graceless marriege. Grace should have taken Hitchock's offer, divorced
Ranier, and married someone she would have been happier with. At least Diana had the
courage to leave but not Grace.Interesting to hear his banter about Nicholson, Sinatra, Jack
Kennedy etc.For the women, just ignore his sexual crowing for what it is. Evans is an
egomaniac, kind of goes with the territory.”

American Writer & Director, “Funny, enlightening, and a little sad.. An interesting peek into the
ups & downs & the inside world of a very successful producer. Kinda sad in a lot of ways. He's
had lots of attractive women, but you see that he's not been good at keeping them. Also
inspiring: his 3 strokes while still in his 50's was quite a blow, and he went broke at one point as
well. Very smart guy, able to pull himself back up, even after all sorts of tragedy thrown his way.
And still going strong!”

Ebook Library Reader, “A FUN, INTERESTING READ. A real page-turner. Very well written.
Enjoyable and informative. And motivating, teaching how to keep getting up and moving on
despite obstacles, difficulties, and opponents.”

BGrace, “Enjoyable follow up if you enjoyed "The Kid Stays in the Picture". Wonderful follow up
to "The Kid Stays in the Picture." and to really appreciate the book to start with that.No it's not
great literature but the uniqueness of its authors' voice and story are so compelling, I have to
give it five stars.Undoubtedly Mr Evans had some help writing this but I really like that it's in HIS
voice -- the same syntax and rhythm you'll hear in his narration of his wonderful documentary.
Kind of a ''rat - a - tat'' rat pack esque cadence.Mr Evans is of a disappearing breed who knew
old Hollywood the ''golden era'', and also were active in more contemporary times. There are
very few of them, that knew the way deals really went down, was well acquainted, if not to say
adept in, (with help from powerful friends) the down and dirty wheeler dealing, yet he presided
over some of the best movies of the late twentieth century.By his telling, luck, great looks,
knowing ''connected'' people and street smarts put him in the right place at the right time, that
found him improbably head of a studio with very little substantial experience. I suspect there was
a little more to it than that but it's still an incredible story.Like virtually all autobiographies it tends
to be self serving, but at least his warts, stumbles, and missteps are told with some frankness
and humor. The most compelling part to me is that he is one of a dying breed, the old Hollywood
mogul, with just a whiff of the thugland clinging to him, yet sleekly cool and cynical in that raptor



esque "Hollywood'' style, while remaining irressistably self deprecating and funny.He writes
about his losses wryly, and seems not to care so much about failing fortunes, as much as losing
his place in the ''game.''”

Chris Stevens, “Great book, amazing story. What else can one say. This man is my hero, I
thought the Kid stays in the picture was genius but the story behind the story is even better.
Though the fat lady did sing for this great man eventually his legacy will live on .. We can only
dream of the possibilities that wait for us, in matters of such ad these, there is a brilants not to
be messed with.”

BC, “A Fine Story of How Hollywood Works. A number of years ago I read “The Kid Stays in the
Picture” and thought it was a brilliant read. There were many, many stories about the movie stars
with whom Robert Evans worked both as an actor and later as a producer. As well as his life
story which really does read like a fairy tale. It reminded me of David Niven’s autobiographies. I
loved Evans wit, self deprecation and sheer enjoyment for his life and chosen career. “The Fat
Lady Sang” begins with his illness - he had three strokes and his battle to regain his health. It is a
story of hope and the meaning of friendship. There are not as many tales of movie stars but the
ones he has included are very interesting.  It again details how Hollywood works.”

P. Girardi, “Wish it was longer. Fascinating life of shallowness, glamour, tough deals, public
humiliation, yet amazingly good reliable friends where you would think there would only be
dross, a love of family, a strong lengthy bond with those who serve him, and enchanted
descriptions of an exquisite house and spiritual garden, I am sure would be hard to find in the
"bling" and" bring on the new fad" attitude of "new money" . Should be compulsory reading for
anyone who has suffered a stroke. Growing up I had contempt for this man's personal life
gleaned from newspaper reports of cocaine use and the split with Ali ,but I understand all after
reading this memoir and what a raconteur he would be at your dinner table.”

no name, “Hollywood Life. Terrific autobiography! Bob Evans does it again. What an interesting
life.”
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